
1    CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION This study is intended to investigate benefit of multiple drafting towards students L2 writing process.  
A. Background of the Study Research on the use of drafting has been done in the classand come to the attention of researchers sincefour decade.1 In the international context, research conducted by Kilarska refers to the introducing of multiple drafts to the students in the classroom. This approach appears promising in view of the fact that it raises the students’ awareness of the importance of revision in general.2In the asian context, this leads to the intregation of improve the success of students through improving their drafting techniques for saving time and increasing quality.3 In the several studies can be found thatthe teachers inform the students about the importance of revision without guiding them through the process or demanding the successive drafts, the students ignore such advice.so this research must be continued while in Indonesia and especially in Kendari, this study is very rare so the researchers are interested in researching this topic. In the development of science and technology increasingly rapidly and the flow of globalization is also getting great then emerge competition in the field of education. One way to do this is through improving the quality of education. In                                                            1Kilarska, (2008). Piolat, (2016), Shidiqqui, (2019) 2Magdalena Kilarska, Introducing Multiple-Draft Assignments in the Writing Classroom, p. 6  3Annie Piolat, STUDENTS’ DRAFTING STRATEGIES AND TEXT QUALITY, vol. 6, p. 11 1 



2    order to improve the quality of education, the government trying to make improvements to improve the quality of education, such as curriculum improvement, human resources, facilities and infrastructure. Repair repair is meaningless without the support of teachers, parents students and communities participating in improving the quality of education. When discussing about the quality of education is not separated from teaching and learning activities.4 Teaching and learning activities at school arethe most fundamental activities. This means that it worksthe attainment of educational objectives depends, among other things, on how the processlearning that students experience as students. The introduction of a person to the resultsor learning progress is important, because by knowing the resultsthat has been achieved then the students will be more trying to improve resultslearning. So that the increase in learning outcomes can be moreoptimal because the student feels motivated to improve resultslearning that has been achieved before.5 Writing is a process of creativity in expressing ideas in written language. The results obtained from writing creativity are also referred to as writing or essays. Both terms refer to the same results even though there are opinions that state that the two terms have different meanings. The term writing itself is often attached to a creative type of scientific process.While the term is fabricated, it is often attached to a non scientific type of creative process. The subject matter in the writing is also referred to as ideas or thoughts. The idea is the basis for the development of a writing. And through his writing, the author can express ideas,                                                            4David Chapman, “Can High Stakes National Testing Improve Instruction: Reexamining Conventional Wisdom”. International Journal of Educational Development.p.25 5Fernandez, “A U.S.–Japan Lesson Study Collaboration Reveals Critical Lenses for Examining Practice.” Teaching and Teacher Education.p. 33 



3    thoughts, feelings, opinions, will, and also the experience he has with other parties. Writing is a language skill is a person's ability to express an idea, feeling, and thoughts that are owned by people or other parties by using a writing medium6. The expected goal in writing learning is for students to be able express ideas, opinions and knowledge in writing and possesswriting passion skillswriting that is owned, students can develop creativity and canuse language as a means of channeling creativity in lifeeveryday, for example students' personal experiences. Skill learningwriting cannot be separated from language learning.  Writing skills can be said as a form of creativitymake up. However, based on experience in various schools the teachers assessed that the results of students 'writing were very minimal, especially the students' skills in composing. Students'inability to write is mainly related to the lack of students' skills in expressing content and ideas, which include: lack of ability to organize ideas, difficulty compiling effective sentences, difficulty applying spelling, and choosing words. Based on the explanation above, the writer will discuss how to increase writing of students from this repetitive writing activityor called multiple drafting.7 
B. Scope of the Study Scope of the study to make the analysis in the study more focused. The limitation of the problem in this study focused on the form of the benefits of multuple drafting on student writing.                                                             6Brindley Roger, Writing instruction or destruction. Journal of Teacher Education, vol. 53, p. 6 7Graham Simon, Improving the writing performance, knowledge, and self-efficacy of struggling young writers: The effects of self-regulated strategy development. Contemporary Educational Psychology, vol. 30, p. 55 



4    C. Research Questions In an attempt to contribute to the body of knowledge inBenefit of Multiple Drafting towards Students’ L2 Writing Process, this study will focus on the following questions as: Does required revision through multiple drafts of an essay improve the overall quality of written work in a classroom situation at SMA Negeri 1 Kendari? 
D. Purposes of the Study Based on the research background, this present study is aiming: 1. To discover the benefit of multiple drafting on students writing process. 2. Teacher can more aware of potencial in to give feedback in the classroom that can be used to increased students writing process. 3. To be used as a consideration and reference for further researchers. 
E. Significance of the Study The results of this study provide two benefits, namely benefits in the form of theoritical contributions and benefits in the form of practical contributions. 1. Theoretical benefits By knowing the manifestation of students'creativity through the writing of personal experiences, they will be able to know the benchmark of students' creativity in writing. 2. Practical Benefits Benefits for researchers, this research as a vehicle for applying the knowledge gained in the lecture bench is realized in the real world.   

 



5    F. Definition of Key Terms For the purpose of this study, the terms to be defined are listed as the following. Multiple drafting:Multiple drafting is the steps in this process during which the teacher and students can read and respond to the writing as it develops into the final product. Since the composing practices and needs of English as Second Language (ESL) writers are different from those of native English-speaking writers research is needed that specifically examines the impact of multiple drafting, revision, and the role of teacher feedback on both ESL student revisions and the overall quality of their writing.8                                                                          8Krapels, Second language composition instruction: Developments, issues, and directions in ESL. In B. Kroll (Ed.), Second language writing: Research insights for the classroompp. 37 
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